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Abstract 
 

Project Activity 
School workshops “Storywebs” 

 
Timeframe 
12 weeks, one session per week, 1-1,5h 

 
Targeted Group 
12 people max, age approx. 10-14-year-old 

 
Abstract 
Certainly, we are living unprecedented times. Therefore, these school workshops will add a new dimension to the initially planned goals of 
improving literacy and creating a culture of reading and interest in writing in the frame of Weaving Webs of Stories Project. Emotional 
welfare has become a major need in these strange times. More than ever students need to be heard and validated. And here again, 
storytelling, reading, understanding, enjoying and, hopefully, writing stories can undoubtedly help to achieve calm and resilience. 

 
Due to the great level of uncertainty, the proposed 12 sessions are intended to be as flexible and interchangeable as possible. Face-to-
face sessions will be always preferable but online sessions are also forecast. Depending on further clarity at the time of implementation, 
a hybrid model can be used. In each case, an agreement should be reached so that students feel comfortable enough and eager to 
participate. 

 
Each session is thought of as a creative “capsule” where different creative tools are suggested. The blend between more traditional and more 
innovative techniques will allow higher interest to be drawn to reading, writing, and creativity in general. The suggested books and stories 
in “Book Resources” section will be used in different sessions. Some sessions require previous homework in terms of resources. Most of 
the “capsules” will try to achieve the outcome of a finished creative product. Others will serve as material for another session and/or as 
a basis for the continuous moulding of the final story. 

 
Having each time shorter attention span (made even shorter in midst of global uncertainty), we plan to use the collateral effects of 
storytelling and creativity to organically expand it. At the same time, we’d like to also benefit from the opportunity to close some of the 
sessions with a finished outcome which is independent of the previous and the following one. This itself is important in terms of motivation 
and reward, too. 

 
Although face-to-face and/or online group activity will be the core of the school workshops, reading and writing also need some time of 
solitude. Therefore, we’ll be encouraging some of the suggested reading/writing tasks to be done at home. The idea of certain discipline 
and focus-related work will be explored since focus is clearly essential in creativity. 

 
In all sessions, on the one hand, there will be intrinsically promoted values as mutual understanding, empathy, respect towards different 
points of views, teamwork and cooperation, and on the other, the suggested topics and resources will enhance specific values as gender 
equality, inclusion and diversity. 

 
There are many unconventional creative techniques and tools suggested in the present proposal and while some might seem quite 
ambitious, we consider that achieving even more modest results will be an enriching approach to arouse curiosity and to enhance reading 
and writing skills. 

 
Finally, sessions are adaptable and open to interaction with other partners’ suggestions. A discussion before and after implementation 
can lead to an improved selection of methods, techniques, books, and other resources. 

 
 

Overall Goals 
 

• Developing creativity and out-of-the-box thinking 
 

• Experiencing the art of the word as a form of expression of feelings and emotions 
 

• Promoting reading habits and appreciation for literary works 
 

• Enriching vocabulary and improving writing, listening and speaking skills 
 

• Enhancing safe and respectful use of modern technologies 
 

• Broadening horizons on other cultures and traditions 
 

• Promoting values education with an emphasis on gender equality, inclusion and diversity 
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New Normality Stories 
Week 1 

 
 
 

 

Activity Description 
Children have been living in a strange and complicated atmosphere for a few months: locked up at home, being away from some 
of their loved ones and friends. The return to the “new normal”, with coming back to school, too has been quite stressful. And 
then uncertainty adds a new “new normal” once and again. We are adding a new dimension to the circumstances, the one of 
storytelling both through their own stories and fiction. A story from “Cuentos para una nueva realidad” (Stories for a new normal 
reality) by Marisa Morea is used as a tool to work on emotions in the face of the “new normal”: recovering routines, expressing 
and managing hidden fears (fear of contact, fear of the outside, fear of new security measures, fear of death). But the reality is 
also used as a basis to emphasize and maintain all the positive things of these times: creativity, simplicity, being with the family, 
solidarity between neighbors, resilience, adaptability. After the discussion students are encouraged to transform their own 
experience from the past months into a story. 

 

Outcomes 
• Speaking openly about their own emotions 

 
• Understanding the importance of emotional welfare and establishing a healthy communication 

 
• Discussing the blending between reality and fiction 
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Booktubers 
Week 2 

 
 
 

 

Activity Description 
The activity starts with a short description of what is BookTube and watching some video examples. Students are invited to 
become booktubers. They are going to introduce their favorite book (or a book from the StoryWebs recommended reading 
list) to the audience and they will recommend it, including the following elements: -Introduce yourself, -Introduce the book: 
It’s… /It’s written by…. / -Express your feelings while you were reading it /-Talk about the main character and minor characters. 
Describe them and explain the reasons why you like them / -Give a summary of the plot / -Which are the influences of this book? 
/ -Explain important things in the book / -Talk about the main topics in the book / -Which aspects of the novel do you like? / -
Why is it your favorite book? / -Make a little summary to end the video / -Explain the target group. Who do you recommend the 
book to? / -Say goodbye to your viewers 

 
Students will be given book reviews advice, instructions and useful language and then they will write their scripts, practice the 
pronunciation and finally, they will record them and post them on YouTube and/or other social media of their preference. 

 

Outcomes 
 

• Safe and responsible use of ICT 
 

• Socializing and sharing reading experiences, so that reading become a group activity 
 

• Public speaking 
 

• Learning how to approach books and research on them 
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Ask a Writer 
Week 3 

 
 
 

 

Activity Description 
This activity allows us to bring students closer to the interview technique and at the same time get to know a writer through it. 
We start reading a story or part of a novel by a writer who has previously agreed to visit the school (or participate in a video 
conference). The students then interview the writer about the chosen story/novel, but also about their work and professional life 
in general. As homework the student will write their version of the interview following some basic rules introduced before the 
end of the session. During the interview, students are also encouraged to ask for first-hand advice on how to create their own 
story from a “real” writer. 

 

Outcomes 
• Putting a face to the writer behind a fictional story 

 
• Interpersonal abilities 

 
• Summarizing information and editing an interview 
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IdeaStorming 
Week 4 

 
 
 

 

Activity Description 
We offer several language games aimed at entertaining, motivating and “opening the valve” of students´ creativity: 

 
1. We form a phrase in which each word begins with the next letter from the alphabet. We write increasingly long, absurd 

and funny sentences. We divide the students into two or three groups. 
 

2. Warp words. In a small text we deform the words by changing the order of the syllables. You can choose which rules to 
follow, for ex. which words to deform and in what order to put the syllables. 

 
3. We form several groups. Each one has to say as many more words as they can from a certain category in a limited time, 

e.g. animals, countries, professions. 

 
4. We choose a short story, we then remove some words from the context, and allow students individually or in groups to 

create different stories. We discuss the results, creating the “best” story as a puzzle from the many variations. 
 

Outcomes 
• Stimulate language comprehension and sensitivity 

 
• Develop a more advanced competence of linguistic communication 

 
• Sharing the process of creation and reaching a common consensual result 
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Book Clubbing 
Week 5 

 
 
 

 

Activity Description 
Students will get a guide on how to create a book club. Our storytelling workshop is quite like a book club itself. So, students 
who are eager to continue sharing their passion for stories can use the suggested tools for creating their book club. Instructions 
will be given on the steps to follow, such as finding a space, selecting books, finding and engage members, organize meetings, 
finding creative ways to maintain the enthusiasm. Tools will be given to open a classical book club, but also an online one. 
Preferably, a successful book club nowadays will be a hybrid one, where real-life meetings are combined and enriched by the 
possibilities of online technology and social media. Apart from the pleasure of reading, a book club also stands for sense of 
community, friendship, solidarity, inclusion. 

 

Outcomes 
• Socializing a normally private activity as reading and developing social skills 

 
• Comprehensive, reflexive and pleasurable reading 

 
• Enhance human relationship and respect for other’s opinions 
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Haiku Words 
Week 6 

 
 
 

 

Activity Description 
 

The activity starts with a short description of what is a Haiku poem (definition, origins, structure and composition, topics). 
Students are invited to read together some Haiku examples of classic Japanese authors Bashō, Buson, Issa, Masaoka, and, in 
parallel, some Haiku examples in Hispanic literature written by Antonio Machado (Spain), Jorge Luis Borges (Argentina) and 
Mario Benedetti (Uruguay). The concept of Haiga (Japanese painting that incorporates the aesthetics of Haiku) will be 
introduced and this singular combination of a simple, imperfect picture and a handwritten short poem inspired by Nature and 
everyday life will be analyzed. 

 
Students will be given instructions to compose their own Haiku poems and to paint accompanying pictures. The results will be 
shared in the classroom. 

 

Outcomes 
 

• Fostering creativity through the combination of two different art disciplines: poetry and painting 
 

• Learning about different cultures and traditions and building bridges between them 
 

• Developing observation skills (details and miracles of Nature and everyday life) 
 

• Encouraging students to identify and express their feelings through a different poetry language 
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Let’s Movie 
Week 7 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 

Activity Description 
 

The activity starts with a short discussion about favorite movies based on books. Which one is better, the movie or the book? 
Students will learn about the main characteristics of cinematic language and film adaptations. Then they will share in classroom 
their impressions of the movie “The Little Prince”, a 2015 French 3D animated fantasy adventure family drama film directed 
by Mark Osborne and based on the 1943 novella of the same name by Antoine de Saint-Exupéry. Watching the movie and 
reading the book will be assigned as homework in a previous session, so that now students will be invited to discuss differences 
and similarities between both, as well as advantages and disadvantages of each one. 

 
 
 
Outcomes 

 
• Exploring audiovisual language as a vehicle to tell a story and learning specific movie vocabulary 

 
• Developing analytical and critical thinking skills 

 
• Presenting and defending ideas and opinions and respecting different points of view 
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Globetrotters: Storytelling from Around the 
World 
Week 8 

 
 
 

 

Activity Description 
 

The activity starts with an introduction to the world of short stories: origins, most characteristic characters, most iconic stories 
from around the world. Then students will learn how to convert a text into orality and how to apply different storytelling 
techniques. They will work on oral and body expression, breathing techniques, use of space, use of energy and silence in the 
narration, improvisation exercises, use of objects and clothing. In groups, they will choose a story to tell and will try to engage 
the audience’s attention and to transport it to different countries and epochs. 

 
 

Outcomes 
 

• Developing oral and body expression 
 

• Enhancing creativity and imagination 
 

• Encouraging teamwork and cooperation 
 

• Fostering intercultural and interreligious dialogue 
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Kamishibai 
Week 9 

 
 
 

 

Activity Description 
 

The activity starts with a short description of what is Kamishibai (“paper theatre” in Japanese), a form of Japanese street theatre 
and storytelling. Students are invited to experience this fun and captivating way of storytelling and to share their impressions 
afterwards. Then they will be given instructions to create their own Kamishibai in groups, telling a story targeted to a smaller age 
group of children. 

 

Outcomes 
 

• Fostering creativity through the combination of three different art disciplines: storytelling, painting and theatre 
 

• Learning about different cultures and traditions and building bridges between them 
 

• Developing socialization and public speaking skills 
 

• Developing teamwork 
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Book Social Networking  
(¿Bookwormers or Book Stars?) 
Week 10 

 
 
 

 

Activity Description 
 

The activity presents, on one hand, the role of social media as a tool for promoting reading and writing skills. Book-themed social 
networks and digital groups are growing more popular, letting participants share good books, discuss great stories, and review 
the latest bestsellers. Students will be introduced to the most popular book-oriented social networks like Falsaria, Tu que lees, 
Goodreads, LibraryThing, BookCrossing, Litsy, etc. On the other hand, this session will provide students with tools and tips on 
how to create an attractive ebook, using free programs and apps like Book Creator, Dote Pub, Bookwright, etc., and will introduce 
them into the world of self-publishing. 

 

Outcomes 
 

• Promoting reading and writing skills through the use of social media 
 

• Using an appropriate writing style when posting on the networks and discover the importance of respectful dialogue 
and debate with other users 

 
• Developing essential e-book creation and self-publishing skills 
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Creating Your Own Character 
Week 11 

 
 

 
 

Activity Description 
 
We discuss the characters of the suggested readings and the students’ favorite characters from books, films, comics. We try to see what 
happens if we modify some of their characteristics. After that we introduce some basic ideas about the creation of characters. Then, as 
writers, we advance creating our characters. We create one or more of our characters using various modalities of a character profile 
template. We define various characteristics, such as age, profession, physical appearance, fears, talents, hobbies. We will also play relating 
different characteristics, for example, age-profession-hobbies. Another funnier technique will be to create several characters by mixing 
their characteristics at random. We will certainly realize the unconscious stereotypes that start appearing. This result will allow us to 
introduce in a more natural way the idea of stereotypes and values related to the project. We continue molding our characters: are they 
convincing, attractive? 

Outcomes 
• Creating interesting, convincing, lifelike characters 

 
• Getting involved in sharing and discussing fictional characters and favourite books  

 
• Enhancing imagination through various language techniques 
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The Mysterious Ending 
Week 12 

 
 
 

 

Activity Description 
An open/multiple end gives the students the opportunity to apply their imagination on one of the most important parts of 
storytelling. No matter how good a plot is, if an ending is disappointing for a gig number of readers, there is no more time nor 
space for improvements. We start this activity with reading a short story from a “real” book. When the story is about to come to 
its end, we stop reading and close the book. Then we let participants who decide how it ends. The multiple “ends” will be held 
together. The book is left within everyone's reach to check. There is a short discussion about what makes a good “The End”. 

 

Outcomes 
• Feeling more active part of  the creative process 

 
• Creating closer ties between writers and readers 

 
• Owning the story 
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Book Resources 
Gender Equality 

 
 

 

 
 

Inclusion 
 
 

Un precioso álbum por las mejores ilustradoras del momento, con cuentos inspiradores 
sobre situaciones injustas a las que nos enfrentamos niñas y mujeres, y también niños y 
hombres, y cómo sus protagonistas se empoderan para transformarlas. 

 
«La princesa se cortó la trenza y tejió con ella una escalera. Se salvó sola. Y cambió el 
cuento.» 
Estos son los relatos que tenemos que contarnos las unas a las otras, y también a los otros, 
para cambiar el final del cuento para siempre. Para poder empezar a escribir, tod@s 
junt@s, una historia distinta. Cuentos únicos y actuales para dar paso a un futuro en 
el que las chicas se salven solas, y los chicos puedan pedir ayuda de vez en cuando. 
Agustina Guerrero, María Hesse, Ana Santos, Aitor Saraiba, Naranjalidad, Lady Desidia, 
Laura Agustí, Elena Pancorbo, Amaia Arrazola y Alex de Marcos se reúnen en este 
precioso volumen para ilustrar cuentos únicos desde una óptica feminista. Y así dar paso 
a un futuro en el que todas las princesas se salven solas, y los príncipes puedan pedir 
ayuda de vez en cuando. 

Una novela que no se parece a ninguna otra. Ganadora del Premio Whitbread y el Premio 
de la Commonwealth al Mejor Primer Libro, ha merecido la aprobación masiva de los 
lectores en todos los países donde se ha publicado. 
Su protagonista, Christopher Boone, un joven de 15 años con Síndrome de Asperger, 
es uno de los más originales que han surgido en el panorama de la narrativa internacional 
en los últimos años y está destinado a convertirse en un héroe literario universal de la 
talla de Oliver Twist. Christopher conoce las capitales de todos los países del mundo, 
puede explicar la teoría de la relatividad y recitar los números primos hasta el 7.507, pero 
le cuesta relacionarse con otros seres humanos. Si bien nunca ha ido solo más allá de la 
tienda de la esquina, la noche que el perro de una vecina aparece atravesado por un 
horcón, Christopher decide iniciar la búsqueda del culpable. Emulando a su admirado 
Sherlock Holmes -el modelo de detective obsesionado con el análisis de los hechos-, sus 
pesquisas lo llevarán a cuestionar el sentido común de los adultos que lo rodean y a 
desvelar algunos secretos familiares que pondrán patas arriba su ordenado y seguro 
mundo. Una historia narrada en primera persona por su protagonista. 
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Diversity 
 
 

La amistad no conoce fronteras. Ahmet acaba de llegar nuevo al colegio y no puede 
comunicarse con nadie. Después de regalarle muchos caramelos, él y yo nos hemos hecho 
muy amigos. Es un buen chico. Me ha contado que viene de Siria y que sus padres se 
han quedado atrás. Estos días las noticias dicen que levantarán las fronteras de Londres, 
pero entonces ¿cómo van a reunirse con Ahmet? ¡Ya lo sé! Tenemos que hacer algo. Josie, 
Tom y Michael y yo hemos trazado el mejor plan de la historia: ir a ver a la Reina y pedirle 
EN PERSONA que nos ayude a encontrar a los padres de nuestro amigo. 

 
Basada en hechos reales y escrita por una de las 100 mujeres más inspiradoras e 
influyentes del mundo según la BBC. 

 
Obra ganadora del Waterstone Prize 2019, el Sheffield Children's Book Award 2019 y el 
Blue Peter Book Award 2019. Finalista del premio Stregha, el galardón literario más 
prestigioso de Italia, y para la Carnegie Medal 2019. 

 
«Una historia esclarecedora, enriquecedora y esperanzadora sobre cómo la compasión y la 
voluntad de hablar pueden cambiar el mundo.» School Library Journal 

 
«Unos personajes totalmente creíbles que usan sus voces para ayudar a otros y crear 
cambios, además de conseguir que los lectores comprendan mejor la crisis de refugiados.» 
Publishers Weekly 

 
«Inspirador y dulce... este es un debut que debería ayudar a los niños a ser lo mejor que 
puedan ser y darse cuenta del poder de la bondad.» Booktrust 
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